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As the locus of Real Publication decisively becomes the 
article’s online version, various “non-printing components” 
are becoming more plentiful. They aren’t actually 
“supplemental” (or, as we initially treated them, “incidental”). 
Instead, print readers are “whole-article challenged.”
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Article “parts”
• Publishers are rapidly expanding the 
traditional publishing model
• Usage of these parts has increased 
drastically—more than 300% since 2004
• Parts aren’t always supplemental (or 
incidental); in many cases they are critical
• The definition of use, and the way in which it 
is counted, needs to change
Redefining “use”
• A work of intellectual property (generally an 
article) can have many parts
• A user may access one or more parts one 
or more times in a single session
• The number of parts accessed can help us 
understand the “depth” of use
• The article and part(s) accessed, and the 
number of accesses, define the use

The first page viewed of an article counts as one successful 
request. The user can request any number of additional pages 
of this article without reporting additional requests. Another 
successful request will be reported if the user returns to the 




• New interfaces are making it easier than 
ever for users to navigate through articles
• There is a high likelihood that users will 
circle back (e.g., to the first page viewed)
• This could have the effect of artificially 
inflating usage statistics - bad
The first page/view of an article counts as one successful 
request. The user can request any number of additional page/
views of this article, or the first page/view, without reporting 
additional requests. Another successful request will be 
reported if the user accesses any page/view from the article 
after 30 minutes have passed.
A building block
• Replace “page/view” with “part” and you 
have an extensible model for usage
• In addition to counting the summarized 
uses, capture usage of the parts, too
• Present both figures to see the full picture of 
usage: successful requests and depth
Traditional usage report





• Current usage statistics do not describe all 
of the usage that is occurring
• Need an extensible framework for reporting 
the usage of components
• We have achieved a lot with COUNTER -
every reason to believe we can do more
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